In the world of powerboats competition, the high-performance sandwich-structured composites have completely replaced traditional materials. During the competition, the structure of this kind of ships is subjected to repeated impacts. It is then fundamental to understand the damage evolution in order to select the most appropriate materials and increase safety issues. The present study is aimed at analysing the behaviour of sandwich-structured composites undergoing repeated low-energy impacts. Three different materials have been analysed. Two are sandwich-structured composites used for the cockpit of offshore powerboats and differing only by the core cell thickness. The third material is composed only by the skin of the same sandwich structures, without the core. Impacts were made at three different energy levels: 15, 17.5 and 20 J. In addition to the parameters typically used for the assessment of the impact damage, a new damage assessment has been carried out by means of three-dimensional optical measurements of the imprinted volumes resulting from the impact events. This approach has allowed the definition of a correlation between the imprinted volumes and the number of impacts, until the complete perforation, for each single specimen. Finally, thanks to usual indexes and the imprinted volumes, some considerations are developed about the influence of the core cell thickness in powerboats design.
Introduction and background
The use of composites has increased in many engineering fields in order to improve structural and operational performance. The advantages in the use of composite materials are detailed in Gibson 1 . They have high values of the strength-to-weight ratio, a high design flexibility allowing to create almost any shape, flexibility in the mechanical and physical characteristics and, in some cases, a good behaviour in terms of environmental impacts. 2 There are also disadvantages that are complex fabrication processes, low heat resistance and high sensitivity of the fabrication process with respect to the mechanical characteristics. Above all, however, critical issues are represented by the prediction of the failure mode 3 and, in general, the complexity in the prediction of the damage evolution. 4 In this regard, many researchers focused on experimental tests in order to understand the mechanical behaviour of composite materials and to give general laws for the prediction, at early stage, of the possible failure modes, in different stress conditions. An interesting issue is the response of sandwich-structured materials to timevarying loads (fatigue or impact) and the cumulative damage with respect to this type of loads. Many researchers have developed methods to model the total fatigue life 5 with fracture mechanics-based delamination growth models. 6 In the case of the impact, there are two possibilities: low velocity and high velocity impact test. In both cases, the first aim of all the studies is the analysis of the influence of different material combinations. Gustin et al. 7 showed the principal advantages by replacing the carbon plies with Kevlar or hybrid ones in terms of absorbed energy and peak force during the tests. Another important feature in the sandwich structures is the influence of the core during the impact. Hassan and Cantwell 8 investigated this influence in the perforation phase, so the energy level was the necessary one to perforate the skin. It is also important to understand the influence of different core materials. Atas and Sevim 9 carried out a comparison between balsa-core and Polyvinyl chloride core (PVC)-core (the most used selections). The skin of the sandwichstructured material is the part having a direct contact with the impact. For this reason several authors investigated the impact effects varying the plies of lamination, as in Aktas et al. 10 or the fibre orientation, as in Sikarwar et al. 11 investigated the impact effects on composite materials with different fibre-orientation. The thickness of the laminate, and the type of matrix resin used, influences the behaviour of the sandwich. Sutherland and Guedes Soares 12 analysed this influence for a orthophthalic and isophthalic resin and reported the different failure modes on the basis of the energy levels (undelaminated, delaminated and fibre-damage). The critical condition of composite materials, occurring when visible damages are not present but the structure has absorbed energy from the impact, has been analysed in Sutherland and Guedes Soares. 13 This condition typically occurs at low velocity impacts and many authors work in order to find new methodologies to take into account the damages produced by this condition. Some authors tried to define a theoretical approach. Zhu and Chai 14 proposed the application of the principle of minimum total potential energy in order to solve the problem of deflection with respect to the impact load for composite sandwich panel subjected to low velocity impacts. Davies and Zhang 15 proposed a new method to predict the internal damage on carbon fibre composite structures under low velocity impact taking into account non-linear effects and in-plane material degradation. Liu 16 proposed a new energy approach to correlate the impact effect with damage process on composite laminates. A further approach consists in the use of impact tests to define indexes and characteristic values of the force in the impact curve. Belingardi and Vadori 17 carried out low velocity impact tests on glass fibre-epoxy composite material and the results were presented using two different indexes based on absorption energy capacity and two characteristic values of the impact force curve. The same authors carried out a study for the influence of the laminate thickness on the impact response 18 and they proposed a new damage index to estimate the penetration in thick laminates. 19 A single low velocity impact produces a non-visible damage, which is not sufficient to lead the sandwich to the failure. In many applications, however, low velocity impacts are repeated during time and the cumulative damage can lead the material to failure. Belingardi et al. 20 examined the repeated impact tests behaviour on seven laminates characterized by different lay-up sequences and thickness values using the indexes defined in their previous papers. The problem of repeated impact (hydrodynamic and cyclic loads) is very important in all nautical applications. In particular, highspeed crafts involve complex multiphase phenomena as well as ventilation under the hull, thus requiring approaches based on computational fluid dynamics. 21, 22 The main goal of the present work is the understanding of the absorbing energy capacity of sandwichstructured composite material used for the cockpits of X-CAT class powerboats in Union Internationale Motonautique (UIM) Championship. The specific interest in repeated impact loads on the cockpits, and in particular on the canopies, of the powerboats depends on the collisions with the free surface that occur during a flipping or a capsizing of the boat. In this case, these collisions could lead to a damage of the canopy that it is hardly detectable with a visual analysis but that reduces the mechanical properties of the structure. In this case, the safety of drivers is strongly conditioned by the capacity to absorb energy of the structural materials and by their behaviour to the succession of impacts.
The impact tests were carried in accordance with the ASTM D-07136 23 standard. Three different materials were considered: two sandwich-structured composite panels, with different core thickness, and one panel made by the only correspondent skin, without the core. For each typology, at least five series of tests have been conducted, showing that the tests have a good repeatability. The impacts were carried out at three different energy levels (15, 17.5 and 20 J) with a maximum energy level of 20 J as reported by Belingardi and Vadori 17 until reaching the complete perforation of the upper skin, for a total of 333 impacts. Results are presented in terms of usual indexes and new ones in accordance with a previous study. 24 An optical scanner was used to obtain threedimensional (3D) measurements of the imprinted volumes resulting from the impact events. This approach allows to analyse the influence of the core thickness on the response to low velocity impacts by correlating imprinted volumes with absorbed energy. The proposed technique is suitable for more detailed investigations. This, thanks to the possibility to define shape parameters of the damaged surface and to measure them.
Materials and methods
The tested materials are sandwich-structured composites made by the Hand Lay-Up technique. This manufacturing technique requires the processing of the resin by catalysts and accelerators. Thereafter, the resin is laid by hand on fabric with rollers and paintbrushes. In this article, a sandwich-structured composite panel with a core cell thickness of 20 mm (Type A), a sandwichstructured composite panel with a core cell thickness of 30 mm (Type B), and a single skin only panel without the core cell (Skin) are considered. Square-shaped samples (100 3 100 mm) have been manufactured by a specialized shipyard in Abu Dhabi (see Figure 1) . Table 1 summarizes the lamination layers of the three tested materials along with their overall thickness and density values.
Impact tests have been carried out using the CEAST Fractovis Plus machine. The impact energy has been managed by the height variation of the striker and through the impact speed. The testing machine measures the load on the indenter as a function of time F(t). The impact speed can be obtained as
where v F is the speed measured at the instant before impact and m is the total mass of the striker. It is possible to determine the impact energy as
The striker used has a hemispherical shape with a diameter equal to 20 mm and a total mass of 6.5 kg. The three energy levels of the repeated impacts are 15, 17.5 and 20 J. After every single impact, an estimate of the imprinted volume has been obtained using the ATOS-3D Scanner (GOM).
In powerboats, the outer side is the one with glass (Figure 2(a) ), while the internal side is the one with Kevlar (Figure 2(b) ). Kevlar is used inside for its reduced brittleness compared with carbon, thus lowering the risks for the pilots in case of breakage of the canopy. The glass is used outside for its better workability, having to follow the shapes of the mould, and for the good capability to resist the external environment. The impact tests have been carried out on the glass side. Figure 3 shows the clamping apparatus, specifically designed in order to guarantee the same impact point for all the repeated tests. It consists of two flanges, which enclose the specimen. The two flanges have a 70 mm diameter central hole, which allows the penetrator to freely impact on the upper face of the specimen. The specimen is fully clamped between the flanges to prevent translation or rotation movements. The clamping apparatus has a mass of 3.55 kg.
The 3D optical scanner (Figure 4 ), composed of a structured blue-light projector and two cameras, performs high-speed, accurate scans with a detailed resolution (in the order of hundredths of millimetre).
It exploits the triangulation method to obtain point clouds from the acquired surfaces ( Figure 5(a) ). A tessellation process is then performed in order to obtain a polygonal mesh (StL model) ( Figure 5(b) ). After the polygonal mesh creation, a Non-Uniform Rational BSplines (NURBS)-based reconstruction process is performed ( Figure 6 ). The surface reconstruction saves time during the acquisition phase, as an average of three scans is adequate, and in the post processing, as it is not required to repair the mesh by closing holes and removing singularities. In addition, the NURBS surfaces allow a greater freedom in the comparison of volumes between successive impacts for the estimations of the damage. A greater number of scans, up to 5, is necessary when the number of impacts increases and consequently the indentation depth. Markers have been used to align the different scans. A classical reconstruction pipeline (filtering, sampling and marching cube tessellation) 25 is used to obtain the StL digital representation of the impacted specimen surface.
During the actual stage, the reconstruction precision is an important issue; an accurate deviation analysis between the mesh surface and the reconstructed CADSurface has been done. The reconstructed surface has been obtained by a Loft procedure. The better way to reduce the deviation from the original mesh is to analyse each curve. An example is reported in Figures 7  and 8 : the initial maximum deviation of the curve with respect to mesh is 0.189 mm (Figure 7 ) and, thanks to the control parameters, is reduced to 0.0211 mm (Figure 8) .
After the reconstruction of the CAD-Surface, a deviation analysis has been performed (deviation average in the order of thousandth of a millimetre (Figure 9) ).
This procedure keeps the reconstruction accuracy under control in the area of interest. Minimum and maximum deviation peaks are always out of the impact zone ( Figure 9) . It is then possible to evaluate the volume of indenter impression after each single impact by the above-described CAD-based reconstruction. 
Results and discussion
Five specimens have been tested for each energy level (15, 17.5 and 20 J) and for each material in order to verify the results repeatability. Repeated impact stage has been conducted at constant impact energy level until the breaking of the upper skin. Important parameters are the maximum load capacity (peak force) of the material and the maximum displacement, defined as the maximum indenter penetration. This value is reached in the plastic phase of penetration; therefore, it is greater than the final depth of the imprinted volume. Another parameter is the damage degree, which is defined as the ratio between the energy absorbed by the material (absorbed energy) and the energy provided by the impact machine. The damage degree is a significant parameter. It tends towards the value of 1 with the increasing of the number of impacts. When it is near this value, it means that the material has absorbed almost the entire amount of the provided energy by the machine. Consequently, there is not a rebound of the striker. Consequently, a perforation is present on the specimen. The visible impact damage on the specimen has been evaluated by the 3D scanner. The volume of the indenter imprint due to the plastic deformation has been investigated (imprint volume). The 3D optical scanner allows the acquisition of the imprinted surface with a certified precision of 0.01 mm. During the reconstruction process, each curve of the loft-procedure presents a maximum deviation of 0.02 mm. The loft-based reconstructed surface is very near to the actual surface. In the impacted area, the absolute deviation is always under 0.01 mm. In any case, the peak of the deviation is always outside this region and under 0.2 mm. In general, the average of the deviation values is about 0.005 mm and the standard deviation is always under 0.03 mm. Figure 10 shows the average value of peak forces versus the repeated impact number of the three tested materials. Relative regression curves are also reported. In all the following figures, the spread of the results has been shown by introducing error bars describing the standard deviation values of the relative plotted parameters. When there is only one unperforated specimen, the error bar is not reported in the graphs. This occurs, obviously, for large impact numbers.
It is possible to note that the matching regression curve accurately models the measurements, with a minimal data spread. For all the materials, the regression is a cubic law. Type B resists to more impacts, since it has a greater core thickness. For all the materials, the number of impacts is reduced at the increasing of the energy level. Only for Type B, the first impacts show an increase of the peak force.
These effects are well visible in Figure 11 in which, as example, the force values in the 1st, the 5th and the 27th impact are compared on the same specimen typology (Type B at 15 J). In the first impact, there is a total rebound of the indenter. The curve of the fifth impact has a higher peak force, although its stiffness (the slope at the origin) and the energy absorbed (proportional to the subtended area) are lower. In the same figure, it is visible the different shape of the curves after the peak load. In the case of the first impact curve, a zig-zag area, due to the damage of the fibres, can be observed. This zone is not present in the other curves, which are smoother, since the integrity of the fibres is already compromised. In the 27th impact curve, the peak force it is very low because there is a perforation of the skin and there is no rebound, which can be deduced from the fact that the curve does not return to zero displacement. Figure 12 shows the average stiffness values, defined as the value of the slope at the origin of the forcedisplacement curve, versus the repeated impact number of the three tested materials. The stiffness is not significantly influenced by the impact energy, but it depends on the number of impacts. For all the materials, the regression is an exponential law. For the skin, the variation of the impact energy does not change significantly the stiffness. Indeed, as can be seen, the three curves are almost completely overlapping (see Figure 13 ). Type A and Type B have a strong decrease of the stiffness after the first impacts and it stabilizes with an asymptotic behaviour. It is worth noting that the stiffness does not significantly depend on the impact energy since it is an intrinsic characteristic of the material and the standard deviation of the results is extremely limited. Figure 14 shows the average values of damage degree versus the repeated impact number. For all the materials, the damage degree more quickly reaches its limit value by increasing the energy level of the impacts. The three materials have a different behaviour: the Skin has a linear trend while Type A and Type B have a parabolic trend although substantially different. This difference clearly depends on the core thickness. As the thickness increases, the plots tend to be lower and more concave, highlighting the greater capability of the material to absorb energy before failure. Figure 15 shows the average values of imprint volume versus the repeated impact number. For all the materials, the imprint volume linearly grows with increasing impact number. For Type B, the behaviour 20 J strongly deviates from those obtained by 15 and 17.5 J. The behaviour of the imprint volume is associated with that of the maximum displacement ( Figure 16 ). Indeed, both have a linear trend by increasing the impact number. However, it is interesting to note that in the case of the maximum displacement, the Skin presents values much higher (double) if compared to those obtained for Type A and Type B, due to the absence of the core. The same thing cannot be stated for the imprint volume since all the materials have similar values. Figure 17 shows the average values of absorbed energy versus the repeated impact number of the three tested materials. As in the case of the damage degree, also the absorbed energy presents non-linear trends, which are dissimilar from material to material. In the specific case, the Skin has an inverse curvature with respect to Type A and Type B materials. It is worth noting that the linear trend of the imprint volume is different with respect to the trend of the absorbed energies since the samples are sandwich composites laminates. Therefore, the absorbing energy capability is not proportional to the impact number, unlike the imprint volume.
Finally, by way of summary, Figure 18 shows the average values of the impact number versus the impact energy. As can be seen, the trends of the three materials are similar. Clearly, Type B material is resistant to a greater number of impacts. The double core cell thickness dramatically improves impact properties. Indeed, Type A has a behaviour close to the Skin. This circumstance evidences the importance of the core cell thickness for the design of sandwich-structured composites used for offshore powerboats. In Table 2 , for each quantity reported in the graphs (Figures from 10 to  17) , fitting curve typology and correlation coefficient R 2 have been reported.
Conclusion
Three composite materials used in X-CAT class of UIM boat racing have been tested. The first two are sandwich-structured composites, only differing by the core thickness. The third material is made by the same skin without core. The experimental tests consist of impacts repeated at constant energy levels. A custom clamping apparatus ensures that each impact is exactly over the previous. The imprint plastic volume of each impact has been detected by a 3D optical scanner, in order to evaluate both indenter displacements and true plastic deformations. For each typology, at least five series of tests have been conducted, showing that the tests have a good repeatability. The composite stiffness exponentially decays with a reduction of the peak force at the increasing of the impact number. Instead, the absorbed energy grows in a parabolic way, until failure.
The optical measurements proved to be a valuable tool to estimate the impact effects. The detected imprint volume linearly increases by increasing the impact energy, and the correlation between imprint volume and absorbed energy is not linear. The core cell thickness is a significant parameter for the design stage since it influences energy absorbing capability and the number of impacts before failure. 
